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Genesis
The idea of creating a brand No Gravity arose when we could not find on the market
undersuits corresponding to our high expectations, both in terms of thermals, as well
as quality. We set ourselves the goal to create products of the highest quality, ensuring
maximum comfort while maintaining attractive prices. To create our products we use
only the most modern materials that have worked in extreme conditions.
The first undersuit we created was Narwhal. The three-layer design based on the
latest Climashield the insulation. The resulting two versions of the product: Narwhal
Plus (400g) and Narwhal (200g). Long-term testing confirmed our belief that we have
created the desired product. Warm, durable and neatly made, which could easily
compete with all warmers available on the market, while surpassing them used
quality fabrics.
With a starting point undersuits competing with the best in the market, we decided to
create premium products and premium pro. The result was a series of Sea Lion, and
Mammoth.
Sea Lion undersuits series created exclusively with knitwear brand Polartec®. We
have obtained thanks to this great usability, you will not find in the tender
competition. Undersuits in this series strictly adhere to the body, and with 4
directional tensile materials used, does not hamper movements. Used fabrics have a
high rate of breathable, making it perfectly lining wicks sweat away from the skin
surface. From the outside, lining made of windproof and waterproof fabrics, creating
a barrier against bad weather conditions.
Mammoth is the first membrane lining in the market. The outer layer is probably the
best currently available on the market membrane. Mammtoh's advancement
appreciated by the best specialists in the field of outdoor clothing so that in 2012 we
were the winners of the contest Polartec Apex Award. The criteria for the competition
is innovation, design, purpose and quality. We are the only manufacturer of
equipment for diving in the world, which has been honored with this award.
This win underlines the very high quality and craftsmanship of all our products.
Polartec's latest invention NeoShell with the highest simultaneous breathability and
water resistance which can be found on the market.
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DRYSUITS
Traveler
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Traveler Drysuit is designed for all types of diving
Features:
-Made of Ripstop Nylon/Butylene/Polyester- the newest Tri-laminate material , very resistant to
mechanical damage, overall mass 350g/m²

-Modern design, low total weight: 3 kg with socks, 3,5 kg with boots
- Cross-chest front made of steel BDM zipper
- Includes protective zipper cover
- Wrist seals made of latex (silicon optional)
- Neck seal made of neoprene ( latex optional)
- Telescoping torso with elastic crotch strap
- Two pockets with bungee cords and inner pocket for Wet Not
- Si-Tech valves (360° degree swivel inflation valve, exhaust valve on the upper left arm)
- Socks ( boots optional)
- Suspenders
- Inflation hose
- No Gravity bag
- 20 sizes in standard, custom made to measure sizes available
- Available black or black-blue coloured
-Two- year warranty.
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Professional
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Professional- the best solution for technical divings
Features:
- Made of Cordura with Ripstop , overall mass 700g/m²

- Modern design, very high-strength
- Cross-chest front made of steel or plastic BDM zipper
- Includes protective zipper cover
- Wrist seals made of latex (silicon optional)
- Neck seal made of neoprene ( latex optional)
- Telescoping torso with elastic crotch strap
- Two pockets with bungee cords and inner pocket for Wet Not
- Si-Tech valves (360° degree swivel inflation valve, exhaust valve on the upper left arm)
- Socks ( boots optional)
-Suspenders
- Inflation hose
- No Gravity bag
- 20 sizes in standard, custom made to measure sizes available
–

Two- year warranty.
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UNDERSUITS
Narwhal series
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-New design
-Thought out style: well-fitting retaining maximum comfort
-The highest quality materials
-Insulation Climashield ® Apex - the first time applied to the clothing dive
-breathable
-Windproof
-Waterproof
-Bag for underwear
-20 basic sizes + sewing to measure

Narwhal
Narwhal Plus
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Narwhal Series specyfication:
Three lays:
-Outside water-and wind- proof lay made from NG Polyester
-Insulation Climashield® Apex® for maximum heat at a relatively low weight.
Climashield® APEX® is the lightest insulation available from the most
efficient level of heat. Based on 25 years Insulation experience created insulation
, which has 75% more loft and is 30% more efficient than any insulation fibers.
With advanced technology Climashield® APEX® offers excellent thermal
efficiency even whne wet, but does not impede the removal of moisture from the
body.
-Lining made of breathable knitted most of a whole range of brand Polartec ® Polartec Power Dry ®. Materials Polartec ® Power Dry ® was created with that
in mind, to ensure the comfort of the skin, keeping moisture away from her. All
the types of two-component characterized by a patented design that uses two
different types of yarns on both sides of the material. This results in two different
areas: the first task is to transport moisture from the skin to the outer fabric, and
the task of the second quick evaporation.

-3 pockets, two on the thighs and a zippered left chest YKK zipper
-Sleeves and legs are not absorbing the water ended and flexible material
Polartec ® Power Stretch ®
-Rubber ribbons on the ends of sleeves to facilitate movement of gas to
dry gloves
-Completed a large rubber legs, which is designed to prevent leg curl.
-Openings to facilitate the release of gas from Undersuit
-Dual zipper YKK®
-Fold to protect the zipper
-Collar at the neck with velcro, with sewn insulation Climashield® Apex®
-No Gravity bag for underwear in standard
-Braces for underwear in standard
-20 standards sizes
-Sewing to measure – option
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Sea Lion Series
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-The future of the clothing dive
-Unlimited number of washes
-Thought out style: well-fitting retaining maximum comfort
-The highest quality materials stretch in 4 directions
-breathable
-Windproof
-Waterproof
-Bag for underwear
-20 basic sizes + sewing to measure

Sea Lion Light

Sea Lion
Sea Lion Plus
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Sea Lion Series specyfication:
Material composition Sea Lion
-Polartec® Wind Pro® - in each series undersuit supernatant used as external.
Warmth without weight, perfectly breathable, while being four times more
windproof than traditional fabrics.
-Polartec® Thermal Pro® - inner layer of insulation in the Sea Lion and Sea
Lion Plus. The surfaces of the structure lamb suede or air pockets forming,
maintaining body temperature and provide a sense of comfort and low weight.
These knitted offer excellent breathability and dry very quickly.
-Polartec® Thermal Pro® High Loft –isolation center in Sea Lion Plus model.
Knitted Polartec ® Thermal Pro ® High Loft provide thermal insulation to a new
level - maximizing warmth without weight, increasing its compressibility and
permeability. These are the most technically advanced fabrics from all layers of
thermal insulation fabrics Polartec ®, achieved the highest versatility and
functionality in extreme conditions.

Materials 4-way stretch ensure a perfect fit with maximum freedom of movement
-3 pockets: two on the thighs, one on the left chest closed with zipperk YKK®
-Arms and legs made of warm and breathable Polartec ® Power Stretch ® Pro to minimize
the escape of heat from your body in every possible point Undersuit.
-Rubber ribbons on the ends of sleeves to facilitate movement of gas to
dry gloves
-Completed a large rubber legs, which is designed to prevent leg curl.
-Openings to facilitate the release of gas from Undersuit
-Dual zipper YKK®
-Fold to protect the zipper
-Collar at the neck with velcro, with sewn insulation Climashield® Apex®
-No Gravity bag for underwear in standard
-Braces for underwear in standard
-20 standards sizes
-Sewing to measure – option
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Mammoth Series
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-Winner Polartec® Apex Award
-New Idea
-The most innobative underwear on the market
-The only one underwear in the world with membrane NeoShell
-The highest quality materials
-Insulation Climashield Apex® - first used in clothing dive
-Thought out style: well-fitting retaining maximum comfort
-breathable
-Windproof
-Waterproof
-Bag for underwear
-20 basic sizes + sewing to measure

Mammoth
Mammoth Plus
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Mammoth specyfication:
Winner Apex Award 2012
Three Lay:
-The outer layer of Polartec ® NeoShell ®. This is a new, best breathable and
waterproof fabric hardshell type available on the market. In short, the fabric
Polartec ® NeoShell ® is a perfect combination of water resistance and
breathability. Behind this simple statement hides a powerful technology, a
number of laboratory and field tests. The secret is in the process of breathability.
Traditional shell fabrics require heat and pressure inside the clothes that
membrane begins to work. However, membrane Polartec ® ® NeoShell
breathing right away, because it was created with submicron fibers that let in a
small amount of air. In addition, Polartec ® NeoShell ® is pleasant to the touch,
durable and stretchable, which guarantees you freedom of movement.
-Insulation Climashield® Apex® for maximum heat at a relatively low weight.
Climashield® APEX® is the lightest insulation available from the most
efficient level of heat. Based on 25 years Insulation experience created insulation
, which has 75% more loft and is 30% more efficient than any insulation fibers.
With advanced technology Climashield® APEX® offers excellent thermal
efficiency even whne wet, but does not impede the removal of moisture from the
body.
-Lining made of breathable knitted most of a whole range of brand Polartec ® Polartec Power Dry ®. Materials Polartec ® Power Dry ® was created with that
in mind, to ensure the comfort of the skin, keeping moisture away from her. All
the types of two-component characterized by a patented design that uses two
different types of yarns on both sides of the material. This results in two different
areas: the first task is to transport moisture from the skin to the outer fabric, and
the task of the second quick evaporation
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3 pockets, two on the thighs and a zippered left chest YKK zipper
-Sleeves and legs are not absorbing the water ended and flexible material
Polartec ® Power Stretch ®
-Rubber ribbons on the ends of sleeves to facilitate movement of gas to
dry gloves
-Completed a large rubber legs, which is designed to prevent leg curl.
-Openings to facilitate the release of gas from Undersuit
-Dual zipper YKK®
-Fold to protect the zipper
-Collar at the neck with velcro, with sewn insulation Climashield® Apex®
-No Gravity bag for underwear in standard
-Braces for underwear in standard
-20 standards sizes
-Sewing to measure – option
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Thermal Underwear

Made of Polartec® Power Strech Pro®
-very breathable
-very warm
-additional layer of thermal
-perfectly matched
-thought fit
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Underwear made from Polartec ® Power Stretch ®
Ideally suited for use as an extra layer of thermal protection during long dives in cold water, in
conjunction with appropriately chosen lining the dry suit provides high thermal comfort. Underwear
is also ideally suited to wherever we need adequate protection from the cold.
Available in sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL .
Socks Power Stretch and Thermal Pro
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Gloves Power Stretch and Thermal Pro
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